Lexically-constrained sequence decoding allows for explicit positive or negative phrasebased constraints to be placed on target output strings in generation tasks such as machine translation or monolingual text rewriting. We describe vectorized dynamic beam allocation, which extends work in lexically-constrained decoding to work with batching, leading to a five-fold improvement in throughput when working with positive constraints. Faster decoding enables faster exploration of constraint strategies: we illustrate this via data augmentation experiments with a monolingual rewriter applied to the tasks of natural language inference, question answering and machine translation, showing improvements in all three.
Introduction
For many natural language generation tasks, we often know word(s) that should (or should not) be in the output sentence. Examples include terminology databases in Machine Translation (MT) (Hokamp and Liu, 2017) , names (and generic responses) in dialogue generation Gu et al., 2016) , objects in image captioning (Anderson et al., 2017) , and facts in abstractive summarization (See et al., 2017) . One approach to enforce hard lexical constraints in the output is to modify the inference procedure to enforce their presence directly (Hokamp and Liu, 2017) . These constraints could be either positive (a word must appear in the output) or negative (a word must be avoided). While negative constraints could be easily enforced by preventing hypotheses with prohibited tokens from entering the beam, placing positive constraints in natural and meaningful ways is less straightforward. We improve upon previous work by vectorizing the dynamic beam allocation (DBA) algorithm from Post and Vilar (2018) and by incorporating multi-state tries, which track a subset of nodes at each decoding timestep. These improvements lead to a five-fold speedup in decoding with positive constraints and in some cases better constraint placements (with respect to BLEU). Post and Vilar (2018) motivated the utility of lexically-constrained decoding in MT for scenarios such as interactive translation and domain adaptation. Translation applications handling large amounts of data will clearly benefit from improvements in speed: the same is true for large-scale data augmentation via rewriting. In this case, a practitioner will ideally explore various task-specific rewriting strategies that may lead to improvements as observed during development, and then incorporate the best strategy into a test-final model. Recently, sentential paraphrasing gained the ability to enforce lexical constraints (Hu et al., 2019) , but constrained decoding was still too inefficient to be practical (Hokamp and Liu, 2017) at a large scale. Even with the approach described by Post and Vilar, exploring the space of possible rewriting strategies on a taskspecific basis may be overly time consuming: our performance improvements to their algorithm lowers the barrier of entry, where one may more practically experiment with various strategies during development. To illustrate our point, we build an improved monolingual sentential rewriter that can be conditioned on arbitrary positive and negative lexical constraints and use this to augment data for three external NLP tasks with different strategies: Natural Language Inference (NLI), Question Answering (QA) and MT.
Our main contributions are:
• A more efficient and robust approach to lexically-constrained decoding with vectorized DBA and trie representations;
• A trained and freely available lexically-constrained monolingual rewriter 1 with improvements in both human-judged semantic similarity and fluency over the initial PARA-BANK rewriter (Hu et al., 2019) ;
• Monolingual rewriting constraint heuristics for automatic data augmentation leading to improvements on NLI / QA / MT.
Background
Constrained decoding Prior work explored methods to apply lexical constraints to a Neural Machine Translation (NMT) decoder (Hokamp and Liu, 2017; Anderson et al., 2017) . However, most of these methods are slow and impractical as they change beam sizes at different time steps, which breaks the optimized computation graph. Post and Vilar (2018) proposed a means of dynamically allocating the slots in a fixed-size beam to ensure that even progress was made in meeting an arbitrary number of constraints provided with the input sentence. However, despite it being their motivation, their approach did not scale to batching, instead they sequentially processed constraints for sentences within the batch.
Paraphrases and Rewriting Many works sought to create paraphrases or paraphrastic expressions through existing corpora. For example, DIRT (Lin and Pantel, 2001 ) extracts paraphrastic expressions from paths in dependency trees. Weisman et al. (2012) explored learning inference relations between verbs in broader scopes (document or corpus level). PPDB (Ganitkevitch et al., 2013) constructs paraphrase pairs by linking words or phrases that share the same translation in another language. PARANMT and PARABANK (Hu et al., 2019) used back-translation to build a large paraphrase collection from bilingual corpora. For arbitrary sentence rewriting, Napoles et al. (2016) used statistical machine translation in tandem with PPDB as a black box monolingual sentential rewriter. Mallinson et al. (2017) used a series of NMT model pairs to perform backtranslations for monolingual paraphrasing. A similar approach was adopted by PARANMT to create a large paraphrase collection, which is used to train a monolingual sentence rewriter for canonicalization. PARABANK (Hu et al., 2019) PARANMT's approach and produced a NMTbased rewriter with the ability to apply lexical constraints to produce multiple paraphrases.
However, Hu et al. (2019) did not: evaluate the rewriter's performance on in-the-wild sentences; explore more sophisticated versions of the rewriter; nor demonstrate its utility on NLP tasks.
Data augmentation Data augmentation has been used to improve performance and robustness in deep neural models. In NMT, the most common approach is back-translation, where monolingual text in the target language is translated to create synthetic source sentences . Variants of back-translation target specific words with high prediction loss (Fadaee and Monz, 2018) , employed sampling to increase diversity (Edunov et al., 2018) , replace rare words (Fadaee et al., 2017) , or replace at random (Wang et al., 2018) .
Automatic data generation has also been successfully used for community question answering (Chen and Bunescu, 2017) , semantic parsing (Jia and Liang, 2016) , and task-oriented dialogue (Hou et al., 2018) by generating new data from the training dataset. In contrast, our model is trained on a much larger external corpus and is fixed, independent of the task. Kobayashi (2018) utilized a pretrained language model for automated data augmentation, though they only consider word-level rewrites and encourage label-preservation, while we paraphrase whole sentences with lexical constraints, independent of a gold label.
Most similar to our experiments, explored syntactic paraphrasing for augmentation in sentiment and NLI tasks, extending prior work on PARANMT. Figure 1: Two corner cases that arise when using an array implementation to track constraints. The gray boxes denote constraints that have been generated by the currently-tracked hypothesis. In (a), the decoder has to guess which constraint it is generating since they share a prefix. In (b), the decoder may start tracking constraint c 3 only to generate c 4 without realizing it.
true. While there is no guarantee that the decoder will use the constraints in a sensible way, constraints are often well-placed empirically. The implementation of positively constrained decoding comprises two key pieces: tracking which of the supplied constraints each hypothesis has already generated, and ensuring progress through the constraints by dynamically allocating the beam to hypotheses that have generated different numbers of them. We describe an improvement to each of these over Post and Vilar (2018) , which includes: (1) a vectorized approach to beam allocation that works with batch decoding; and (2) the use of tries for recording constraint state, and thereby offsetting certain corner cases.
These contributions allow the decoder to find much better placement of constraints (as evidenced by an almost 2 point BLEU score increase) and to increase throughput for batch decoding.
Here, we assume the reader is familiar with beam decoding for NMT, the details of which are provided by Post and Vilar (2018) .
Tracking constraints with tries
The implementation by Post and Vilar used a flat one-dimension array listing the word indexes of all positive constraints (duplicates allowed). A parallel array was used to mark which words in this list were non-final words in a sequence, so that progress could be tracked through sequences of tokens. Progress through the constraints was tracked by maintaining, for each slot in the beam, a third array, which marked which of the constraints had already been generated by that hypothesis.
However, this leads to corner cases when two constraints c 1 and c 2 share a subsequence. Figure 1 . The constraint tracker no longer has to predict the constraint to track (a), and it can track multiple constraints by using multiple states (b). Counters are added to end nodes to denote how many times each constraint must be generated.
The first case occurs when two constraints have an identical prefix. Consider the constraints in Fig. 1 (a) when translating the French sentence une vache et un cheval. The array-based implementation has to choose which constraint to generate when it has only generated the first word of the English translation, a cow and a horse. Suppose it chooses constraint c 1 , a horse. If the subsequent step generates cow instead, the constraint tracking for the phrase a horse will be marked as incomplete and reset, and the decoder will not realize that it has satisfied a different constraint. A second corner case arises when a constraint c 4 is a non-prefix substring of a constraint c 3 . In this situation, the decoder may begin generating the longer constraint, only to generate the shorter one, without realizing it. For example, consider a target sentence that should be a small cat saw a small bird, with constraints a small bird and small cat ( Figure 1b) . When generating the first word, a, the decoder begins tracking c 3 . It continues by adding to this hypothesis the second word, small. However, suppose it then extends this hypothesis with cat. It will abort tracking of c 3 , and not realize that it completed c 4 .
A more natural representation that addresses these corner cases is to organize constraints that haven't yet been generated into a trie. Nodes in the trie that represent the ends of constraints are augmented with a counter that indicates how many times that constraint must be generated. 2 Each time a constraint is completed, the number is decremented, and nodes of the trie can be trimmed when they lead only to paths ending in zero counts. . Each column denotes a candidate hypothesis, each of which contains sufficient information to identify it. Hypotheses are sorted by sentence number, number of unmet constraints, and sequence scores. The "unmet" row indicates how many constraints each hypothesis has not yet generated. After sorting by sentence ID and "unmet", we assign monotonically increasing numbers across columns that share (sentno, unmet) values (the "step" row). We can now sort by the "step" row to ensure that the beam for a sentence contains hypotheses having met each number of constraints. We populate the next beam by taking the first k hypotheses (in gray) after sorting the matrix by step. Here, k = 7.
Finally, in order to address the second corner case, we track multiple states in each constraint trie.
In summary, we represent all the constraints as a compact trie. Each hypothesis in the decoder beam has its version of the trie. The set of active states in each hypothesis' trie tracks all suffixes of the target words that match against the constraint trie. When a constraint is generated, its counter is decremented and zero paths are pruned.
Negative constraints
Negative constraints are used to denote words and phrases that the decoder must not generate. Blocking single-word negative constraints can be done by setting their costs to infinity before doing top-k selection, at each time step. These negative constraints are also represented in a trie, although it is slightly different, because it does not have a counter and never needs to be pruned. Instead, it records at each node the list of word IDs that end phrases for which the current word is the penultimate. We similarly track all suffixes of the current hypothesis' target word string that match the negative constraint trie. At each time-step, we block the generation of active phrases by setting to infinity all word IDs marked in the current node (if any). This includes the root node, which handles single-word constraints. Each state is then extended by following outgoing arcs, if present, or else resetting them to the root state.
Vectorized Dynamic Beam Allocation
Post and Vilar (2018) describe an algorithm that divides the beam among hypotheses that have generated different numbers of positive constraints. For a beam of size k and with C positive constraint tokens, the algorithm produces a set of candidate extensions of the k hypotheses from the beam. They assemble these extensions from three sources: (a) the top-k best-scoring tokens across all hypotheses in the beam (without respect to constraints); (b) the set of tokens that advance the constraint trie for each hypothesis; and (c) the bestscoring extension of each hypothesis. 3 After constructing this candidate list, they whittle it down to a list of size k and use it to construct the beam at the next time step. This way, the algorithm ensures that portions of the beam are devoted to candidates having met different number of constraints, and thereby that progress is made towards meeting all the constraints as decoding proceeds.
However, their implementation used a procedural approach which is incompatible with batching; that is, constraints for input segments within a batch are processed sequentially, so increasing the batch size does not produce any speed gains. We replace the procedural approach with a vectorized one, which uses GPU operations to quickly assemble the list of candidates and allocate them to the beam such that we do benefit from batching.
A sketch of our algorithm follows. We assemble candidates from the same three sources described above. Sets (a) and (c) already use fast GPU operations. These operations can be done efficiently even batch-wise. Set (b) is less amenable to vectorization, but can be assembled by querying each hypothesis for its unmet constraints. We now use a sorting-based algorithm to parallelize the divvying Table 1 : Comparison between the baseline implementation (SOCKEYE 1.18.57, commit 59180f3) and our approach with multi-state tries (MST) and vectorized Dynamic Beam Allocation (VDBA) in placing different constraints randomly extracted from the reference. All runs use a beam size of 10. The pruning threshold was set to 0 for no constraints ("none") and 30 for "phr4" and "rand3". Decoding speed is measured on an NVIDIA GTX 1080 Ti in sentences per second (the higher the better). Output quality is measured using SacreBLEU (the higher the better).
up of the beam to hypotheses having met different numbers of constraints. We do this by assembling a matrix with all the candidates for all sentences in the batch ( Fig. 3) . This matrix contains a column for each candidate, including the sentence number, the number of unmet constraints for that hypothesis, its sequence score, the hypothesis it extends, and the next vocabulary ID. With this matrix, we can quickly select the k hypothesis extensions for the next timestep using a multi-key sort. The first key is the sentence number. Next, it is the number of unmet constraints in each hypothesis. We then make use of a "step" row, which assigns increasing indices within each group of hypotheses with the same number of unmet constraints. Sorting on this row as the third key establishes a round-robin assignment of the k-sized beam to items having met different numbers of constraints. In the end, we select the top k items (in the example, k = 7 and the selected columns are in gray).
Evaluation
We use SOCKEYE (Hieber et al., 2017) 4 for our evaluations. We trained a 6-layer German-English Transformer using the default settings on the WMT'18 training data and the newstest2018 test set for evaluation (Bojar et al., 2018) . Following Post and Vilar (2018) , we compare decoding results in an unconstrained setting and with two sets of positive constraints: "rand3", which selects 3 random words from the reference, and "phr4", which selects a single 4-word phrase. We report decoding speed (in sentences per second) and BLEU score (Papineni et al., 2002) , as measured by SacreBLEU (Post, 2018) . The results are 4 https://github.com/awslabs/sockeye/ shown in Table 1 .
Our approach is faster than existing approaches when decoding with positive constraints and produces the same or higher BLEU scores, which we take as a sign of more fluent and natural hypotheses under constraints. Without batching, there is no speedup, but at a batch size of 20, we see roughly a 5× speedup.
Improved Monolingual Rewriter
Inspired by the approach described in PARA-BANK (Hu et al., 2019) , we trained a more powerful English monolingual rewriter by using a multi-head self-attention NMT model, Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) . We used a 6-layer encoder and decoder with a model size of 512 and 8 attention heads. The encoder and decoder embeddings share the same weight. Unlike PARA-BANK, which trained a rewriter on a subset of 50M paraphrase pairs out of its collection, we trained on all of the paraphrastic pairs in PARA-BANK originated from CzEng 5 that: (1) have a regression score over 0.50; (2) only consist of ASCII characters after punctuation normalization; and (3) have a reference/paraphrase token Jaccard index between 0.25 and 0.65.
We retain 141,381,887 paraphrastic pairs, out of over 220 million, as training data after applying these filters. To ensure output quality, we only use back-translated paraphrases as source.
PARABANK is a real-cased resource. We mark all words that have first-character capitalization and convert them to lowercase. The marking is used as a source factor to the encoder. This helps us to decrease the vocabulary size of the the training data.
We learn a shared byte-pair encoding (BPE) over the entire training data with 30,000 BPE operations , keeping all vocabulary items with a frequency over 50 in the post-BPE data. We follow and use "BIOE" tagging to annotate BPE segmentation and broadcast the casing factor accordingly. The encoder uses both source factors.
The model is trained on 2 NVIDIA GTX 1080Ti's until convergence (5 days).
Rewriter Evaluation
We randomly sampled 100 instances from both MNLI matched and mismatched development set. Each instance consists of 4 sentences: premise, entailed, contradicting, and neutral. We use the following 3 different rewriters to rewrite all 800 sentences: (1) an LSTM-based rewriter trained on PARA-BANK alpha; following (Hu et al., 2019) ; (2) a Transformer-based rewriter trained on PARA-BANK alpha; and (3) a Transformer-based rewriter trained on full PARABANK with the filters and improvements described here.
Inspired by the interface of EASL (Sakaguchi and Van Durme, 2018), we ask crowd-workers to give each paraphrase a score between 0 and 100 depending its semantically similarity to the original, reference sentence. Independently, we provide options for flagging ungrammatical or nonsensical sentences. Paraphrases are judged by up to 3 different workers, with 11 workers participating. We randomly include an attention check consisting of reference sentence itself. 6 The result is shown in Table 2 . Switching the rewriter architecture from LSTM to Transformer improves the human-judged semantic similarity by 5.1% and fluency by 6.5%. The improvements described here leads to a gain of 9.6% in semantic similarity and 10.2% in fluency overall.
This improved Transformer-based rewriter is subsequently used for data augmentation.
Paraphrastic Data Augmentation
We demonstrate the utility of our improved lexically-constrained decoding via data augmentation with some simple rewriting heuristics and two augmentation strategies. First, the model could be 6 Only workers who pass the test at least 90% of the time and contribute at least 9 judgments are included in the result. Table 2 : Comparison between three monolingual rewriting systems. Systems will "alpha" are trained on PARABANK alpha, which the other one is trained on the full data. Similarity is the mean human-judged semantic similarity score; the higher the better. STD described the standard deviation of similarity. Fluency is the percentage of paraphrases judged to be both grammatical and meaningful.
trained on the augmented (training) data. Orthogonally, predictions can be made on the all of the augmented (evaluation) data, which can then be aggregated. We show experimental results on natural language inference (NLI, Section 5.1), question answering (QA, Section 5.2), and NMT (Section 5.3) tasks.
These results are merely indicative of the potential in data augmentation via constrained paraphrasing, and are by no means a thorough investigation of strategies that yield the best improvements. Such an investigation, however, could be enabled by our algorithmic improvements and practitioners' domain expertise.
Natural Language Inference
Natural language inference is the task of determining entailment. Two sentences, a premise p and a hypothesis h, are labelled with ENTAIL-MENT, CONTRADICTION, or NEUTRAL depending on whether p logically entails, contradicts, or does not interact with h. MultiNLI (MNLI) (Williams et al., 2018 ) is a large, multi-genre dataset for natural language inference. The dataset is also divided into matched and mismatched portions based on whether the source of the evaluation data matches the source of the training set. Recent models rely on contextual sentence encoders pretrained on vast amounts of English monolingual text (Peters et al., 2018; Devlin et al., 2018) .
We train and evaluate a model on MNLI, and find that data augmentation leads to improvements exceeding and complementary to those by ELMo, possibly due to improved lexical diversity during training and at inference.
Model We use the model described in Bowman et al. (2019) 7 with the default parameters. They train a sentence representation model (possibly on top of ELMo) on the MNLI training set and subsequently train a clean task-specific model for each task (for this model, MNLI again). The task-specific MNLI model roughly follows BiDAF (Seo et al., 2016) , followed by an MLP.
We also train a model without the ELMo contextual layers to compare contextual sentence representations against data augmentation. Since there is minor variance between different random seeds, 8 we train each model twice and evaluate the best-performing model on the development set.
Paraphrase Generation We generate paraphrases for our data augmentation experiments by negatively constraining on the most contentbearing token of each input sequence, as determined by inverse document frequency (IDF). For a given input sequence s we calculate the IDF of each token t i ∈ s as log |D| |d∈D:t i ∈d| where D is the set of all English sentences in the train set. This relatively simple lexical constraint tends to force the decoder to rewrite the input sequence using different (but semantically related) words while maintaining fluency. In practice, we observed an average unigram precision of 67.6%; i.e., 32.4% of tokens in paraphrases were not contained in their corresponding inputs.
Additional results using a positively constrained rewriter in Appendix A.
Data Setup
We first rewrite all premises P to P and all hypotheses H to H , then for each p i ∈ P, h i ∈ H, we include all four examples, (p i , h i ), (p i , h i ), (p i , h i ), and (p i , h i ) into the training set, always preserving the original corresponding gold label. We include two copies of the original dataset in training to increase its weight. The original MNLI dataset contains 393K training pairs, and 20K in each dev and test, while the augmented dataset consists of 1.96M training pairs, and 79K in dev and test.
At test time, we rewrite the test sentence pairs. A trained model can also make predictions on each of three rewritten sentence pairs. Together with the original prediction, these four can then be aggregated by assigning weights to each prediction source. In our experiments, we perform this Table 3 : F1 scores on MNLI. +Train denotes training on augmented data; +Agg. denotes using a weighted aggregation. Scores on the development set are a weighted average between the matched (m) and mismatched (mm) portions of the dataset, while the test set scores are additionally broken down into each category.
weighted aggregation (+Agg) for each model, tuning on the development set (Appendix B). Table 3 that data augmentation helps during training and inference. Not only are the total gains from augmentation comparable to those from ELMo, they are apparent even in the presence of the contextual sentence encoder. This suggests that the gains from data augmentation through rewrites complement recent gains from contextual sentence encoders.
Experimental Results We find in
The fairest external comparison is with Bowman et al. (2019) , as our model is identical. Their best models achieve 76.2 F1 on development and 75.4 F1 on test. On the development set, they see a gain of 0.6 points by using multi-task training and external datasets. On that set, we report a total gain of up to 0.9 points purely through data augmentation. With respect to absolute test set scores, our best model outperforms theirs by 0.4, showing that rewriter-based data augmentation can be a powerful method for NLP tasks.
Analysis NLI systems have been shown to be brittle when the input is perturbed (Alzantot et al., 2018) . Even when the premise or hypothesis is changed in a way that preserves the entailment semantics, the NLI system may make an incorrect prediction where it was previously correct. We present evidence showing that data augmentation for NLI reduces the brittleness of our model.
To demonstrate the brittleness of the baseline models, we analyze how predictions change. The model trained on the original un-augmented P , H P, H P , H +Agg. dataset is evaluated on the original development set and each of the rewritten development sets, and we investigate the differences. Table 4 shows how often original predictions are different from the corresponding predictions on the rewritten development sets; predictions can be (1) unchanged, (2) newly correct, (3) newly incorrect, or (4) changed but still incorrect, while Figure 4 shows how even relatively modest, semantically valid paraphrases can cause the NLI model change incorrectly. Given a perfect rewriter that always generates semantically equivalent paraphrases and a perfect NLI model robust to perturbations, we would expect no change in predictions between the original development set and the rewritten ones. However, this is not what we observe; Table 4 shows that rewriting leads to a greater percentage of newly incorrect predictions than newly correct predictions.
We believe that the higher percentage of newly incorrect predictions on the rewritten development sets demonstrates the brittleness of the NLI system rather than semantic dissimilarity that may be introduced by the rewriter. We note that the aggregated predictions shows the opposite pattern: we see a higher percentage of newly correct predictions than incorrect ones. If the paraphrases were largely semantically dissimilar we would not expect any gain by combining predictions.
Given both the numerical boost seen by aggregation and the above examples, we hypothesize that the rewriter does not frequently change entailment semantics. Because the semantics remain similar, and because the paraphrases were gener-P : Visit at sundown or out of season to get the full flavor of the setting H: The setting is better to visit at sundown or during low season H : It is better to visit at sunset or during low season Gold: Entailed P, H: Predict Entailed P, H : Predict Neutral P : I had rejected it as absurd , nevertheless it persisted H: It persisted even after I rejected it as an absurdity H : It went on even after I turned it down as an absurdity Gold: Entailed P, H: Predict Entailed P, H : Predict Contradiction Figure 4 : Cases where the baseline system changes its prediction on rewritten examples. ated with constraints designed to introduce lexical diversity, we believe that the label-preserving data augmentation improves the NLI model by making it more tolerant of minor lexical differences, better able to generalize, and less inclined to memorize.
Question Answering
We apply our paraphrastic rewriter to the task of question answer sentence selection to see if augmenting with paraphrases leads to improvements. The task is defined as follows: Given a question q and a set of candidate sentences {c i }, select the candidates which answer q.
Model We adapt a popular neural architecture for NLI, InferSent (Conneau et al., 2017) , to our QA sentence selection task. In InferSent, the questions and answers (originally the premises and hypotheses) are embedded using an uncontextualized word embedding (e.g. GloVe), which we also experiment with ELMo (Peters et al., 2018) to incorporate recent advancements in large-scale contextualized pre-training. Bidirectional LSTMs (Graves and Schmidhuber, 2005) are run atop of these contextualized embeddings and a maxpooling layer is used to generate a feature vector for both the question and the answer. Following various matching methods (Mou et al., 2016) and a multi-layer feed-forward neural network, the model produces a final score.
We train the system following the method proposed by Rao et al. (2016) , utilizing a ranking loss (Weston and Watkins, 1999 ) that contrasts positive answers against negative ones.
Paraphrase Generation We augment each answer candidate sentence with exactly 1 paraphrase in the dataset using the following heuristics: (1) named entities shared between a specific answer and its corresponding question are retained as positive constraints; (2) correct answer spans are retained as positive constraints; (3) words with the top-k IDFs (inverse document frequencies; hence "important" words) that are not positive constraints are selected as negative constraints to promote the lexical diversity of the paraphrases. 9
Data Setup We augment the raw TREC-QA dataset (Wang et al., 2007) under the following orthogonal strategies: (1) augmenting the training set with the paraphrases generated via the approach described above; (2) augmenting the answer candidates at evaluation time, and choosing the max score among the paraphrases as the score (aggregation by voting).
Experimental Results
We evaluate our models using average precision (MAP) and mean reciprocal rank (MRR). Model selection is done with early stopping to choose the epoch with the maximum MAP score. Note that the "Baseline (+ELMo)" settings below falls back to the standard QA selection task, and our score under ELMo is comparable to earlier state-of-the-art results, e.g. by Rao et al. (2016 It is shown that augmenting at evaluation time (aggregation by voting) result in stable improvement (around +2~3% MAP and +2~6% MRR for both scenarios that either augments the training data or not)-this shows that increasing the paraphrastic diversity of the answer candidates could 9 Stopwords and tokens with non-letter characters (e.g. with, 42, n't) are excluded. k ∈ {2, 3, 4} is a hyperparameter we tune -we found out that generally k = 2 works the best. potentially make the system more robust. However augmenting the training set does not yield such improvements-we speculate that this may introduce some noise to the training data.
Machine Translation
We apply our paraphrastic rewriter to the WMT 2016 Turkish-English translation task (Bojar et al., 2016b) . We see no improvement in English to Turkish translation, but see a 1.1 BLEU improvement when training an initial NMT system on half paraphrased and half original data, and continued training on the original data. Full details of the experiments are in Appendix C. This was the highest concentration of standard data we experimented with, and future work will explore additional ways of data augmentation using paraphrases.
Conclusion
Lexically-constrained sequence decoding provides control over whether certain tokens or token sequences appear in the output. Motivated by applications such as large-scale MT, we improved the speed for constrained decoding significantly by proposing a vectorized dynamic beam allocation algorithm. We also added multi-state trie representations for robustness to corner cases.
Also reliant on the efficiency of constrained decoding is data augmentation via rewriting, where one might need to explore a variety of strategies with task-specific constraints on development data. We trained an improved monolingual sentential rewriter and used it to rewrite data for NLP tasks. We experimented with augmenting training data, aggregating predictions on rewritten test data, and both. Using a few simple constraint heuristics, we showed improvements additive to ELMo in NLI and QA, and in MT. The rewriter, along with the augmented data files, can be found at http://nlp.jhu.edu/parabank. We hope this will enable future exploration of augmentation strategies for a variety of NLP tasks.
